Introduction

NIVÅ is a unique 3-dimensional modular sound absorber that can be mounted both in the ceiling and on the wall. Because the absorbent can be mounted in 360 ° you have great opportunities to create your own expression. NIVÅ is an effective sound absorber manufactured by EcoSUND consisting of recycled PET.

Size and Material

NIVÅ is manufactured in dimensions of 593 x 593 mm in two versions, one to work as a wall panel sound absorbent, the other to fit grid systems for ceilings (edge A). Thickness varies across the surface from 30 – 80 mm. NIVÅ is made of our unique core material EcoSUND.

NIVÅ Sound absorbing wall and ceiling panels

NIVÅ improves acoustics and its design makes it a feature in any room. The panels can be varied to form different patterns in different colours, with or without textile.

Miscellaneous

HOW TO SPECIFY

A. M. Acoustics

CLEANING

Clean by dry brushing or vacuuming. If very dirty, clean with cold water, a cloth and a gentle detergent.

FIRE

NIVÅ has been tested by the Technical Research Institute of Sweden in accordance with SS-EN ISO 11925-2.

MOUNTING

NIVÅ wall panels comes with a back of velour that sticks to the included Velcro. Please note that the Velcro must be screwed or stapled to the wall.

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

Frequency Hz  63 125 250 500 1’ 2’ 4’

α

Absorption 0,10 0,35 0,65 0,85 0,80 0,85 0,90 0,85

NIVÅ ceiling panels suitable for ceiling grid T-24 (600x600 mm). Here in black EcoSUND, RAW edition.

Finish

NIVÅ comes with the smooth surface of the core material EcoSUND (White, Black or Grey RAW edition), or laminated with Hush fabric on the front (10 colours, see page 62). More colours of Hush are available upon request.

Core material EcoSUND

Choose the colour of EcoSUND which is visible from the side (with RAW edition the core material is completely visible).

White 01
Black 02
Grey 03

Prices

How to order: 1. Select wall or ceiling panels
2. Choose colour of EcoSUND
3. Decide on having it laminated with Hush or RAW. (Hush colours on page 50).

Example of article number:

A10102-02-107 is a NIVÅ wall panel with black EcoSUND and red Hush laminated on the front.

NIVÅ WALL PANELS

Dimensions Art no Price
593x593 mm RAW edition A10101-
593x593 mm Hush A10102-
Hush, other colours   quotation

NIVÅ CEILING PANELS (FOR GRIDS)

Dimensions  Art no Price
593x593 mm RAW edition A10103-
593x593 mm Hush A10104-
Hush, other colours   quotation
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